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Introduction: 

Introducing IPR, Discussion about what IPR means? What are the types of IPR? Where and 

how the application forms to be filled? What is there requirement of IPR? 

What is intellectual property? 

A property which has been created by exercise of intellectual faculty, innovation,  

literary, artistic works, etc. Anything that can be created using brain it's called IP. 

Why is Intellectual property rights required? 

Intellectual property rights are required to avoid commercial exploitation and help us 

to gain recognition. 

For a common person it is a matter of pride and is used for academics purpose and in 

terms for a business man it is used for commercialization and it is very much important to in 

business point of view. 
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Intellectualpropertyiseverywhere. 

 Are you writing a novel these days? 

-Go for a copyright. 

 Are you planning a startup? 

-Registerforatrademark 

 Do you liked designing or name nt? 

-Go for earth design registration 

GlobalInnovationIndex(GII) 

TherankingofthecountriesrespecttoGII: 

1. Switzerland 

2. Sweden 

3. UnitedStates 

4. UnitedKingdom 

5. SouthKorea 

Typesofintellectualproperty: 

There are different types of intellectual property. They are 

 Patents 

 Designs 

 Trademarks 

 Copyright 

 Semiconductor integrated circuits layout 

 Geographical indication 

 Protection of undisclosed information/Trade Secret 

Patent 
What is patent? Who to file? Who to approach? Where to find? What forms should I fill? How 

much is the fee? 

A patent is given only to an invention and is an exclusive right excluding others from 

“using, making, exercising, vending and importing” ones inventions without their permission. 

It is given by sovereign or state. The life time of patent rights is 20 years. 

To apply for patents, we can Register in 

https://ipindiaonline.gov.in/epatentfiling/goForl.com. while applying for patent first one must 

PRIOR SEARCH if the similar project or the work has already been given a patent using the 

keywords of the work in the website patents.google.com. 

 

https://ipindiaonline.gov.in/epatentfiling/goForl.com


There is no International Patent. The rights given are territorial. For example, if the  

patent has been given by the Government of India then it is valid only in India. If a person 

wants the patent also to be valid in US then the patent has to be applied according to the US  

government rules. 

The patents are given even forsimple inventions and can bring huge profits. For 

example, spin brush was invented by Osher and his several partners in 1999 and then in 

2001sold the rights to Procter and gun bell for $475,000,000. This proves that even if the 

inventionissimplebut innovativeandnot commonthenwecantrytoapplyforpatent.  

Another example is ring pull cans. the inventor licensed the patent to Coca-Cola 

at1/10th of a penny per can. During the validity of the patent the inventor obtained 1,48,000 

UKpoundsaday. 

The most important thing while applying a patent is to be careful about 

publishingaspect before filing the application. We should not publish the work before 

patenting. Thereason is when officer checks for the Documents similar do the applicants work 

and if it isfound the work has already been published then the patents are not issued. For 

example, Mr.Millstein had publicized his work before applying for the patent and was rejected 

but was awarded the Nobel Prize for his work. 

Criteria of granting a patent has three aspects. It should be in new/novelty that is the  

work should be not publishers before date of patent application. Inventive step means a feature of 

an invention that involves technical advancement as compared to the existing knowledge or 

having economic significance or both that makes the invention not obvious to persons killed 

in the art. Capable of industrial application means the invention is being made used in 

anindustry. 

The filing procedure is done by submission to be in the appropriate Patent Office  

through post or by visiting the office Or it can be done by online filing through portal by 

providing E-comprehensive file at https://ipindiaonline.gov.in/epatentfiling/goForl.com 

requires digital signature or e-sign. 

Theformstobefilledbytheapplicantandtheircostsis: 

 Form 1: details of application, applicant fees to be paid of about 1600 rupees phone 

natural person or startup or small entity or educational institute but As for company or 

other than natural is 8000 rupees.

 Form 2: details of invention like title, background of invention, particulars brief 

description, claims, etc. Fees not required.

 Form3: details of foreign filing of similar invention. Fees not required.

 Form5:declarationasinventorship.Feesisnotrequired.

 Form 18: request for examination. The fees is 4000 please for natural person and 

₹20000foracompany.

The examination consists of formal examination and technical examination. In the first 

examination report gist of Objections are communicated to the applicant. The examination is  

https://ipindiaonline.gov.in/epatentfiling/goForl.com


conducted after checking the applicants reply for the objections and checking the documents  

which are required. Technical discussions are made and then the decision of acceptance and  

refusal is done. 

There are certain basic timelines which is provisional to complete specification is 

12months and withdrawal of application is 15 months, for the publication is 18 months and  

request for the examination is 48 months, Reply to FER is six months and hearing submission 

is 15 days. 

Designs: 

a design is the outer outlook of an article that a naked eye can see. The definition of a 

Design as per the act provides that a design means only the features of shape, configuration,  

pattern, ornament or composition of lines or colours applied to any article whether in two 

dimensional or three dimensional or both forms, by any industrial process or means, whether  

manual, mechanical or chemical, separate or combined, which in the finished article appeal to 

and are judged solely by the eye, but does not include any mode or principle of construction 

oranythingwhichisinsubstanceameremechanicaldevice,anddoesnotincludeanytrademarkorproperty 

markorartisticwork. 

The acts relating to industrial designs are The designs Act 2000, The designs rule 2001, 

The designs (amendment) rule 2021. 

Requirements to file an ordinary application are a phase of ₹1000 for individual or small 

entity and 4000 for others and an applicationform1anditalso requires twosetsofrepresentation 

illustrating various views of article. The timeline is initially for 10 years fromthe date of filing 

and extendable by another five years. Die request for reliable to be filed within 10 years and 

request for restoration of lapsed design to be filled within one year from the date of cessation. 

Copyrights 

Copyright refers to the legal right of the owner of intellectual property. In 

simplerterms, copyright is the right to copy. This means that the original creators of products 

andanyone they give authorization to are the only ones with the exclusive right to reproduce 

thework. 

For example, when the copyrights are given to the author of the book no one can sell,  

distribute, copy or translate or without the permission of the person who has copyright. 

Subject matter of copyright is literature, dramatic work, sound recording works, artistic 

works, musical works, cinemato graphic works 

For example, the computer programs and algorithms the copyrights are given under  

literary work, for the websites it depends upon the component, separate application is required 

for each component such as back ground process under literary work and for the front end such a 

pictures is given under artistic works, And apparel given the copyrights under literary work. 



For a literary or dramatic work the author has the rights for the copyright whereas for  

music work music composer and for artistic work other than a photograph is artist, for 

photograph the person who is taking photographs has the rights and for a cinematography film 

or sound producer has the rights for copyright. 

If a Article belongs to a person who is under company and has done related to his job 

then the ownership or the copyrights Will be given to the employer or the company but not 

the employee. 

Idea and plot can be copied but not the expression. the copyrights are not given 

basedon the idea and the plot it is mainly given for the expression. For example in 2003 

Karishmathe miracles of destiny idea copy the idea and Barbara Tylor had filed a case against 

SaharaTVbuttheSupremeCourt declaredthat theideacannotbegivencopyright.  

Right so spotters of copyrighted works can be divided into economic rights and 

moralrights. The economic rights are related to commercialization of the article and Model rights 

arerelated to the right against distortion and right of recognition that is the publicizing house  

cannot remove the author's name without his permission. 

The rights can be transferable and non transferable. The transferable rights may be 

assigned to other owners for a sum of money or royalties depending on the proposed usage of 

the work and non transferable rights are the right which remains with the original author. 

Trade-marks 

Subject matter of trademarks are invented words, numerals, combination of both, 

arbitrary dictionary words, marks constituting 3D design, shapes, sound marks. 

Usually trademark registration is not necessary. We can have our own trademarks and 

an unregistered trademark is protected only in its own geographical area of business. 

In frigement of the Unregistered trademark is to prove similarity an geographical presence but put 

example Elon Musk has bought trademark of TeslaMotors for $75 kinlate 2004. 

SemiConductorIntegratedCircuitsLayout-SICLD 

Topography of integrated circuit is not patentable but can be given SICLD. SICLD 

Actdefinesthefollowing as: 

 

 "Semiconductor integrated circuit" means a product having transistors or other 

circuitry elements, which are inseparably formed on a semiconductor material or an 

insulating material or inside the semiconductor material and designed to perform 

anelectroniccircuitry function. 

 "Layout-design "means a layout of transistors, and other circuitry elements and 

includes lead wires connecting such elements and expressed in any manner in a  

semiconductor integrated circuit.

 "Commercial exploitation" in relation to the SICLD means to sell, lease, offer 



orexhibit for sale or otherwise distribute such semiconductor integrated circuit for any 

commercial purpose.

 

GeographicalIndication-GI 

GI is a sign used on products that have a specific geographical origin and process  

qualities a reputation that is due to that origin. For example, Tirupati laddu and Kolhapur 

jagghery. 

Where/whom to approach for protection? 

Website of CGPDTM –www.ipindia.gov.in 

The Patent Office is in Kolkata (headoffice), Delhi, Chennai, Mumbai. 

Trademark registry is in Mumbai (headoffice), Delhi, Kolkata, Chennai, Ahmedabad. Design 

works office is in Kolkata and geographical indication registry is in Chennai. 

Termofprotection 

Published literary or dramatic artistic and musical work is for life of an author+ 

60years, Cinematography film and sound recording is for 60 years from the date 

publication,Broadcast reproduction rights is for 25 years from the year following the year of 

broadcast and performance right is for 50 years from the year following the year in which 

performance ismade. 

Conclusion 

IPR is nothing but a bundle of rights given to a author or a person for his work or article 

and to preventing others of making copies of the work. The Intellectual property rights are  

monopoly rights that grant their holders the temporary privilege for the exclusive exploitation 

of the income rights from cultural expressions and inventions. There must be good reasons for a 

society to grant such privileges to some of its individuals, and therefore the proponent’s of 

these rights have provided three widely accepted justifications to defend the interwoven global 

intellectual property rights regime we have in place today. 
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Snapshots 

 

S1: Introduction of IPRS 

 

S2: Declaration and Copyright 



 

S3: Photography with resource person 

 

S4: IPR Awareness Program 
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